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My Estrelas
Robin Eatman
Misty Mountain Estrelas, 555 Richard Road
Polkton, NC 28135, USA
www.mistymountainestrelas.com

Who are you and where do you live?

My name is Robin. I live in middle of North Carolina. It's a state on the east coast, a
southern state. So, yes I have a very Southern Accent. Living in the middle of the state
allows me to travel to the coast in approximately 3 hours and also the mountains in 3 hours.
I am married, have been for almost 25 years and I have one beautiful child, a daughter, a
psychologist. She is the best person I know and she is also my best friend.
I am an avid studier of canine psychology and I love my dogs.
I have a Harley Davidson Heritage that I love to ride.
When did you get your first Estrela?
I got my first Estrela in 2007. My oldest friend, Petie, a beagle and very loved member of our
family died of cancer at the age of 13. Petie always went everywhere I did on the farm. I
missed him terribly and after a year of grief, I started talking about a new dog. I found the
Estrela Mountain Dog and added my name to the list in America. A few months later, the
Estrela Mountain Dog Associate of America contacted me and asked if I would accept a
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rescue. During this time, I researched all I could find of this breed. He was supposed to
have come healthy… just needing a home. He came very sick and aggressive.
My first Estrela was quite a learning experience. Nursing him back to health and now he is a
3 times UKC Champion, International Therapy Dog and my mate.
What was his or her name?
His father is from Portugal and hence the first name "Meu" which means "My" in Portuguese.
His mother is from France and hence the last two names "Beau Ami" which means "Beautiful
Friend" in French.
"Meu Beau Ami"
"My Beautiful Friend"
His perfect name.
Beau started this whole breeding program. He came...abused, starved and sick. Skin and
bones. Sad. I remember that first night. He just wanted a 'safe place'. He found it, huddled
next to my daughter, which I captured with my camera.

It took me months of Veterinarian trips and several Vets before I found one that would help
me. Beau had 0 muscle mass. I started his rehabilitation with 50 yard walks. He was wobbly
on his feet. Had no clue how to jump, but with no muscles, I don't think that was an option
anyway. The only thing Beau had at the first was a 'nice manner' to him. Which, coming from
his past, was quite a character trait to bring. He did not show much in the way of emotion. I
don't think he allowed himself to get excited about people.
People had not treated him kindly.
Five months down the road.......he started gaining weight. We were now up to a couple miles
run each day, me and the 4-wheeler and him following. The work out came slowly but surely,
every day, rain or shine. As his muscles built, I would add more challenging routines in
running up our farm's natural hills and valleys. But, what took us all by storm was his
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temperament. After all he had been put through; he was so gentle and trusting. He did all we
asked of him. And as time went by, I started to see the very smallest tail wag.
Today, I can proudly say...his wag will sweep from side to side with happy delight and his
eyes will dance with joy. He has the typical Estrela 'just needs to be with his owner' attitude.
He loves more than any breed I've ever known. He is great with children. And all who meet
him fall in love with him.
I started showing him in December of 2007 and he Championed at his first show. I cried
knowing his shape when he came. And now, look where he was. Beau now has two wins
toward Grand Champion. It was my golden boy, Meu Beau Ami, who showed me...this breed
needs growth here in the states. He is like Rocky to me. A hero for himself.
I feel Beau is a great solid dog for the foundation of Misty Mountain Estrelas.
There will be many males to come, but Champion Meu Beau Ami will always be the Rock...
Misty Mountain Estrelas was built upon.
December 23, 2008, Beau passed the CGC (Canine Good Citizens) and the TDI (Therapy
Dog International). It means, that Beau will now visit hospitals, schools and nursing homes to
bring gifts, cheer and love to those in need. There is no greater gift than to 'give back'. We are
honored at Misty Mountain Estrelas.
This is how Beau looks now

Why did you took an Estrela?
I started researching Breeds looking for a breed that would give me what I was looking for.
The Estrela offered me all I wanted and much more. I've had dogs my whole life and the
Estrela is still the breed for me. They are a Breed apart in my opinion.
For how long do you breed Estrela's?
I am the second and newest Breeder in America. I am currently building up Misty Mountain
Estrela foundation. I hope to expect a litter this spring which will be my first. It is a very
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exciting time for me. Two years I have been planning to Breed, with trips to Portugal hand
picking my Estrelas. Now is time...for a litter!
What do you like most about the Estrela's?
This Breed has too much to offer. The loyalty, the companionship, the love stands above all
other breeds for me.
How many Estrela's do you have at this moment?
I have 4 Estrelas. One male and three females. I will add another male in a few months,
which will make me 5 Estrelas.
Meu Beau Ami, Ostra do Vale Do Juiz, Takara Arabella da Quinta da Líria, Bella da Quinta
da Líria.
I am most honored to have received Estrelas from these two kennels in Portugal.
Why did you name your kennel "Misty Mountains"?
My farm is on the highest ridge of our county. My house and kennel are in the middle of 100
acres at the top of this ridge. The view is so beautiful here. In the early mornings....you can
see mist that has settled in the valleys.

The perfect Estrela. How does it look for you?
I think each Breeder will have its own idea of the perfect Estrela. As for me, standards are
always up front but I like a dog to stay true to 'what' they were created for. Their
Guardianship, their loyalty and their love, which would be their temperament. The instincts
of our beloved Estrelas need to be kept alive.
I will say, I have met 'few' not perfect Estrelas. I hope they will come a time when each
Breeder will respect each other's idea of the 'perfect Estrela'.
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What things are important, in your opinion, in breeding Estrela's?
I will stay true to the Estrela surroundings. My kennel is 200 feet by 50 feet. It's a natural
habitat for my Estrelas and I am working to increase the size to bigger. I am in the process
of getting some goats for my give my Guardians a flock. My Estrelas get work outs each
day. They get personal attention and love each day. They are part of my family. If this was a
money making business for me, I would have quit several years ago.
It is exciting to look at this bitch and this male and try to imagine what their pups would look
like. Breeding dynamics will be most exciting, to see how the chromosomes stack up and the
results in each litter.
Before breeding the Estrela's do you have them X-rayed?
Here in the states, we x-ray for hip dysplasia, elbows and check for Brucilosis and take
precaution in health-related problems. I also check the patella and eyes before breeding.
How about your children and the Estrela's?
I have one child, Jasmine. She is 29 and is a Psychologist. It was in her arms, that the abused
Beau first took shelter.
Beau is now a Therapy Dog, a 3 times Champion and is a great Ambassador to the Breed.

Do you work or practice with your Estrela's (agility, obedience etc.)?
I train my own Estrelas. They are all Obedience Trained and for those that I think will make
good Therapy Dogs, they will get a more intense training. I plan to train Bella to assist Beau
in his Therapy Work. Kara 'speaks' on command, meaning she will bark when I ask her to.
The Estrelas get work outs each day. I get on the 4-wheeler and the Estrelas follow me up the
down the mountainous trails on my 100 acres of land. It is a special time for both the Estrelas
and me. It is most true, 'you will lose an Estrela in the woods...but the Estrela will never lose
you.'
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How do you keep your dogs (in your house or in a kennel)?
Beau is free. He visits with me in the house and he eats in the house. But he sleeps outside
and protects our 100 acres. He is not in any kennel.
The three girls, spend equal time in the kennel and in the house.
Right now, Bella and Kara are sleeping at my feet. Five month old puppies. Their training is
coming nicely while having to remember..after all..they are still puppies. Kara learned how to
'speak' with one training session. As did they learn to 'sit' with one session. I find them most
intelligent.
As a final note.....I would like to add, the Estrelas are the most amazing Breed of Dogs I've
ever known.
I love them all greatly. A noble Breeder in Portugal once asked me, "Why do you want to
Breed our Estrelas." It surprisingly made me want to cry. The Estrelas....are their words,
great enough, to finish this sentence? The Estrelas..the most regal and most wonderful.
Here are some pics of each dog and the kennel:

Beau
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Beau and Bella

Bella

Beau and Kara
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Ostra

Bella
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Misty Mountain Estrelas
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